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PNEUMONIA

Thirty years ago Dr. James M. Anders published an elaborate study of
"Meteorologic Conditions in the Causation of Lobar Pneumonia" in the
Trans. of the American Climatological Association. The data were principally from Philadelphia and New
York City, but they also included observations made in England, Germany and Austria, particularly by Ziemssen, Hirsh and Jurgensen. There
is a very close correspondence in the
curve of mortality by months as
shown in the accompanying tables
in the United States in 1930, and
that by Anders.
Anders' paper is worth close study.
His chart shows that for Philadelphia
the highest mortality is in January,
February and March and the miniSeasonal Variation of Morbidity and Mortality from Pneumonia in Institutions in New
York City, 1916-1929; Approx. Figures in
Hundreds.
(From Abramson and Barenberg, Jn. Am.
Med. Ass., June 29, 1929).
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spring and the minimum in autumn,
Incidentally Anders remarks that Philadelphia probably partakes of the nature of both an insular and a continental climate.1
It is no doubt true that the prevalence of pneumonia is directly dependent upon the prevalence of un-

FIG. 2.—Average monthly frequency (19211926 inclusive) of specified respiratory diseases causing disability for 8 consecutive
days or longer in a group of about 100.000
wage earners in different industries. (Courtesy U. S. Public Health Service.) ( Jn. Ind.
Hyg., 1936).

Seasonal Variation of Deaths in the Death Registration Area of U. S., 1930,
in Round Numbers (Based on U.S. Census).
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mum in July, August and September.
Ziemssen made the interesting observation that a distinction should be
irawn as regards an insular (maritime)
climate and a continental climate:—
in the first, winter furnishes the highest number of cases and summer the
lowest; while in the center of Europe
the maximum prevalence occurs in
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equal and changeable meteorologic
conditions, especially on the occurrence of abrupt and marked changes
of temperature at a time when the
mean temperature is very low (Aufrecht).
•Continued from February BULLETIN, p. 60.
Another way of saying the well-known fact
that it has a littoral climate of the east coast
of the continent.—Ed.
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Jurgensen, after comparing monthly returns in Vienna for a series of
years, concluded that sudden changes
of temperature may exert a limited
influence in favoring the origin of
pneumonia (see footnote 3 below).
In relation to relative humidity of
the air as a predisposing factor, especially in connection with temperature range, we know that with a given absolute humidity the relative humidity will rapidly rise as the temperature falls and vice versa.
An
amount of vapor that is sufficient to
produce only about 25% of relative
humidity at a temperature of 80 °F
will suffice to saturate the air when
the temperature falls to 40°F.
Prof. Anders drew the following
inferences, with all of which we agree:
1. That the seasons exert a marked
effect upon the prevalence of lobar
pneumonia, the maximal mortality
being observed during the winter and
spring months.
2. That insular climates probably
manifest the greatest rise in pneumonia mortality in winter, while that
of continental climates coincides mainly with spring.
3. That the mortality of the epidemic form of the disease is to a less
extent influenced by the seasons, and
may occur in the fourth and even
third quarter of the year.
4. That an apparently close relationship exists between periods of low
temperatures and the death rate from
pneumonia.
5. That the mortality rises and
falls with the barometric pressure,
the maximal level being reached during periods of highest pressure, and
vice versa.2
6. That the average velocity of the
winds and the death rate from this
disease would appear to stand to one
another in the relation of cause and
2 This is graphically well shown by C. M.
Richter in the Archives of Internal Medicine,
March 1921, pp. 361-386.

effect (due to higher cooling power,
or to the relation of wind to cyclonic
activity and resulting temperature and
pressure changes with front passages?—^. G. S.)
7. That the coincidence of existing
low temperatures, high barometric
pressure, the direction and velocity
of the winds, and maximum mortality
from pneumonia is so uniformly constant to merit serious consideration
and suggest a close relation as between their combined influence and
the progress of mortality from pneumonia.
8. That the major influence, exerted
by the seasons, is probably not direct,
e. g.y not by a lowering of the bodily
resistance due to low temperature,
high barometric pressure, direction
and velocity of the winds, etc., but
rather indirect, namely, by bringing
about that effective element in the
causation, concentration and increased
virulence of the specific poison in
consequence of closed doors and windows and lack of free ventilation and
solar radiation.3
3 Note the possible influence of
ultra-violet
light in this connection suggested by recent
studies, cf. April May BULLETIN, p. 167. Hill,
Sherrington, et al have shown, however, that
the stale, smelly air of poorly ventilated places
is in itself not directly responsible for any
specific pathologic effects. Some writers have
suggested atmospheric ozone might play an
indirect role in epidemic and seasonal influenza, colds and pneumonia but there seems
to be no scientific evidence for such.
Whatever the seasonal factors maybe it is
clear from the studies of the German meteoropatfcologists and by Huntington and by Peterson in U. S., that sudden and marked changes
in the weather associated with and following
the passages of cold fronts tend rather definitely to precipitate the onset of symptoms of
pneumonia—a fact relatively easily ascertained
because the incubation period of pneumonia
is very brief. The pneumonia begins with
low temperatures, but Huntington finds the
chances of death depend upon the departure
from a certain optimum temperature level.
The German studies, however, indicate that
only the less common croupous-pneumonia is
meteorotropic to fronts, which makes it difficult to interpret the statistical studies, eseeially Huntington's because he lumped pneumonia and influenza deaths together; yet
Peterson reports cases of lobar pneumonia
whose onset, episodes and death-end were definitely synchronous with front passages and
changes in air mass. The colds or grippe that
often precede pneumonia are also often
brought on by weather changes.—R. G. Stone.
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INFLUENZA, GRIPPE AND COLDS
Stuttgart, 1936). More definite meteorotropic
results are reported for grippe, e. g.:—Ekhart
and Flohn (Zts., f. Hyg., v. 118, 1936, pp.
64-91) find that the grippe epidemics of 1929
in the vicinity of Marburg, Germany, were
sharply localized in mountain-rimmed valleys
and their sporadic distribution determined in
general, by topographic conditions, but the
intensity of the morbidity in any place was
closely related to the prevalence of low subsidence inversions in stagnant anticyclones;
Flohn also finds the 1929 epidemics in 10
cities were related to inversions and also to
coldfronts. (German meteoropathologists claim
that the subsidence aloft of the backside of
anticyclones definitely precipitates many dir
seases.)—R. G. Stone.
De Rudder in his excellent book "Wetter
Epidemic influenza appeared in the
und Jahreszeit als Krankheitsfaktoren", finds
Philippine Islands in June 1917.
no good evidence that influenza, grippe and
colds are meteorotropic to front passages or
About three hundred cases were obair mass changes in the way that croupous
served. The epidemic began in Manipneumonia, diptheria, and croup are, but that
la among longshoremen, clerks and
they must still as heretofore be regarded as
workers at the docks and it was not
"indirectly or pseudo—seasonally conditioned"
diseases with a decided winter maximum of
until the advent of a typhoon, which
incidence. Many are the speculations as to
brought with it a great deal of wind
the roles of the bacteria or virus, and the
and rain, that the last vestige of the
mechanism of the apparent atmospheric conditioning in influenza. Some have considered
disease was swept away.
that the lower solar radiation intensity and
In the epidemic of 1918, it was
duration in winter, especially of ultraviolet,
estimated that twelve million people
leads to lesser immunity, while others think
were affected. Deaths in the United
the confinement of homes in winter increases
the bacteria therein. Because various students
States exceeded 500,000; in Canada
(e. g., Gibson, Richter, Smiley, Evans, Hunthere were about 14,000 deaths. In
tington, etc.) have found fairly high correGreat Britain the total deaths were
lation of the no. of influenza deaths with
outdoor daily temperatures, some direct effect
151,446. It must be remembered,
of temperature has been postulated, but de
however, that this disease was first
Rudder points out that this merely shows it
is a winter maximum disease and proves
4 Dochez, Mills and Kneeland, Jour.
Amer.
no direct causation.
Schade even suggested
Med. Assn., Nov. 4, 1933.
that the cold has some general effect on the
Burden, Nelson J.. Seasonal Influenza, Amer.
organs thru the vegetative nervous system
Jour, of the Medical Sciences, July, 1933.
Anders, J. M. Trans. Amer. Climatological
that favors disease. Those who have argued
Assn., 1904.
for some direct effect of cold in causing these
Hinsdale, Guy, History of Influenza, ibid,
winter diseases have left the whole problem in
1919, p. 99, (92-105).
Hinsdale, Guy, in "Contributions to Medical
a foggy state by failing to discover and define
and Biological Research, dedicated to Sir
just what they meant by this cooling or
William Osier." Vol. 1, 1919.
chilling of the body and how it works, so we
For an excellent account of the influenza
still cannot say what
the real factors are,
epidemics of 1889 and 1918, see articles by
Alfred Stengel and six others in Medical Clinics
whether a single weather element or the "acof North America, Vol. 2, No. 1 (November,
cordance" (Linke) of all or a group of the
1918.)
elements is directly or indirectly responsible.
See also: Richter C. M.: Influenza Pandemics
depend on certain Anticyclonic Weather ConThe problem is also complicated by diagditions for their Development, Arch, of Int.
Med., Vol. 27, March 1921, pp. 361-86 ; E.
nostic difficulties and the variation in type
Huntington, "Civilization and Climate," 1924
and character of the virus with year and
ed., pp. 189-193, Jn. of Ecology, v. 1, pp. 6-23,
place.
1920, Mo. Wea. Rev., Sept., 1920, pp. 495-509,
and BuU. Nat. Res. Council, No. 34, 1923,
Schmidt and Kairies have recently carried
and no. 75, 1930, Sci. Mo., 1923, p. 462-72 ;
out very interesting studies on influenza inand Townsend J.G.: A Review of Literature
cluding atmospheric factors (Neue Studien
on Influenza and the Common Cold, U. S. Pub.
Health Rept. Suppl. 48, 1924.
zum Problem d. Infl. b. Mensch u. Tier,

That influenza is modified by seasonal influence is commonly observed.
The severe pandemics of 1889-1890
and in 1918, occurred in the United
States in the autumn and winter.
The accompanying table, based on
mortality statistics for the registration area in 1930, shows this plainly.
That was not a year of widespread
epidemic influenza. The earlier epidemics referred to were really dramatic calamities, such as are happily
seen at long intervals.
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manifest many months earlier, originating in Europe and affecting the
people of Russia, France, Spain and
other countries before reaching our
Atlantic Coast. It crossed the Atlantic through commercial shipping
and among the earliest cases observed
were sailors arriving in Boston in
the autumn of 1918. The mortality
from influenza reached far into the
year of 1919.4
Studies of the common cold show
that the favorite periods of occurrence are in January, March, April
and October. The last are usually
mild and without complications; but
the January colds are more severe
with a large percentage of serious
secondary infections in the nasal
sinuses, ears, bronchi, and lungs. The
April outbreak is less severe than
the one in January, but more severe
than the one in October. It has been
estimated that the average person has
between two and three colds a year.
The virus responsible for colds is
elusive and its nature is not yet
known. There is a complexity of ills
embracing constitutional factors and
bacterial infection which receive a
stimulus from weather changes and
bodily chilling.
The problem is to
render our bodies immune to the
virus and to complications that follow. Of course the prime danger
is pneumonia. Primarily pneumonia
without any preceding cold or 'grippe
attack is a rare occurrence.5
Just how much the incidence of colds and
flu depends on the relative frequency of
viruses and their spread by air or by contact,
how much on the exposure to outdoor weather,
how much on the conditions of the air indoors,
the hygiene, clothes, diet, and habits of life
and work, and how much on other (perhaps
unknown) causes of variation in immunity
or susceptibility, is a question which still remains unanswered in any very definite degree.
The role of air borne organisms is no longer
emphasized as once, while the experiments of
hygienic and air-conditioning
laboratories
have definitely demonstrated the long-suspected
importance of
the local chilling

of certain parts of the body by drafts
of certain velocity, temperature and humidity
(as well as of the tonus of the body, inherited
degree of sensitivity, and acclimatization).
The attempts to correlate colds with outdoor
weather or climate have been less successful,
for some authors indicate the lowering of
temperature (cold fronts or spells?) and others
a rise in temperature (warm fronts or
spells?) bring on the symptoms. There are
so many significant factors at work that probably no simple relation to temperature can be
found beyond the fact that the most colds occur in the coldest months or weeks
(C/.,
Dublin, Stat. Bull. Met. Life Ins. Co., Nov.,
1923). The possible relation of the outdoor
cooling and evaporating power to colds has
not yet been investigated quantitatively, except inadequately by L. Hill (Science of Vent,
and Open Air Treatment) and the N. Y.
State Vent. Commn. whose results are no
longer completely convincing. Also the contrast between outdoor and indoor weather has
always been thought to favor colds. In regard to cooling experiments on the body with
respect to colds see: Schmidt und Brezina,
Das Kunstliche Klima, 1936, p. 34-ff.; and
Schmidt und Kairies, Uber die Entstehung v.
Erkaltungskatarrhen, Jena, 1932.
The airconditioning and public health laboratories
are now actively investigating these questions. 5 —R. G. Stone.
5 First steps in an investigation of whether
being chilled lowers a person's resistance to
such ailments as colds and pneumonia were
reported by Dr. Arthur Locke of the West
Penn Hospital, Pittsburgh, at the New York
meeting the Amer. Assoc. of Immunologists,
April, 17, 1935.
The length of time it takes a rabbit to warm
up after being thoroughly chilled is an index
to one of the animal's four defenses against
the invasion of pneumonia germs. No direct
human application could yet be made of this
work but the research was undertaken to
get information on the effect of chilling and
exposure on human resistance to disease, and
when finished may give the scientific mechanism for the old observation that sitting
in a draught will bring on a cold.
Rabbits that took longer than 41 minutes
to warm up after an icy bath that reduced
their temperatures to 96°F could not resist
pneumonia germs introduced into their bodies.
Neither could they survive the attack of
pneumonia that followed. The warming time
not only indicates the animal's resistance to
invasion by these germs but also tells whether
it will be able to withstand the disease. The
warming time is an index of only one of
the animal's means of defending itself against
infection. Resistance to disease is probably
four-fold:—
The first line of defense is the mechanical
barrier of healthy, whole skin and mucous
membranes. The second defense is made by
immune factors in the tissues of the body.
The third line of defense is held by immune factors in the blood. All of these are
important in resisting infection, and the
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fourth factor, which Locke calls the metabolic defense, is only an emergency defense
which carries the animal along until the
other defensive forces can be mobilized. It
ig this emergency defense which can be determined by measuring the warming time.
The warming time is impaired by excessive
loss of blood, infection, prolonged starvation,
morphine poisoning, being kept in too warm
an environment and by
other
influences

[June-July, '37

which impair vitality.—Sci. Service,
April,
1935.
For a review of literature on the relation
of cold and chilling to upper respiratory infections see Yaglou, Jn, hid. Hyg. & Tox„
Jan., 1937, p. 12-43. It should be noted that
many of the chilling experiments do not approximate all the usual conditions of exposure
of men to indoor and outdoor atmosphere,
clothing, or health.—R. G. S.

DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN UNDER TWO YEARS

The following table shows the
maximum mortality during the summer and early autumn with a sudden
drop in the death rate in November
and a minimum in December to
March.
It is well recognized that diarrhoeal
diseases are more prevalent in summer than at other seasons, not only
among children but in adults. This
marked seasonal influence is considered by some to be due to the heat
alone, but by others to be due to the
humidity which, in very hot weather,
makes life so miserable, (cf. notes on
this by Stone, this Bulletin, p. 234.)
This relation of cholera infantum
to hot weather was noted by Dr. Benjamin Rush, in Philadelphia, as far
back as 1777. He advocated, among
other things, baths and country air.
He advised cool baths for daily use
as a prophylactic treatment. He said,
" I have never known but one fatal
instance of a child being affected with
this disease who has been carried
into the country in order to avoid it."
Dr. Rush was a good climatologist
and evidently practiced hydrotherapy
with good effect. We know now that
bacteria-laden milk is more prone to
produce diarrhoea than milk with

few bacteria. They, no doubt, start
fermentation more readily in summer
after the food has been taken. Heat
also lowers the resistance of both
young and old and hence the value of
some form of tonic bathing and fresher air. Reports from Colorado, Arizona and southern California show that
there is little sickness among children
in summer; practitioners in Arizona
say that the summer is the healthiest
season for children. Now in Phoenix
the wet-bulb thermometer rarely goes
above 803 F in the summer, while the
dry bulb will sometimes run as high
as 110 °F. The result is that the air
is so dry, the evaporation from the
body of the child is so rapid, that it
keeps the body or surface temperature
low even in extremely hot weather.
But in less favored portions of the
country, especially in our cities on the
Atlantic seaboard, very different conditions prevail.f
tit should be pointed out, however, that
there has been a great reduction in recent
years in U. S. in the infant mortality from
summer intestinal diseases, a result of the
improved public health and pediatric conditions ; from 1918 to 1927 the summer peak of
such mortality had been largely flattened out
in terms of deaths par 1000 live births
(Yaglou, White House Conf. on Child Health,
1931), but the actual number of deaths is
still over 2 times greater in Aug.-Sept. as in
Dec.-Jan.—R. G. S.

Seasonal Variation of Mortality from Infant Diarrhea in U. S. Birth Reg. Area,
in Round Numbers, for 1929 and 1930. (Based on U. S. Census)
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Malaria, cholera, smallpox and plague
are closely related to meteorological
conditions. The most fertile field for
studying these diseases is India, where

D.
750
915

5.5

CHOLERA 6

the officers of the Indian Medical
Service have devoted many years to
6 Dr. Robert W. Hart, U. S. Public Health
Service, kindly furnished the information for
these notes on Cholera.—G. H.
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careful observation. There are about
200,000 deaths from these diseases
annually throughout the forty-five
divisions of India.
Major General Sir Leonard Rogers,
during forty years service in the
British Army in India, observed extraordinary variations in the occurrence of cholera. In nearly every
part of India he noted a close relationship between low autumn and
winter rainfall and low absolute humidity of winter with increased
cholera. He also took into account
the influence of religious pilgrimages
to and from places in the endemic
areas. This enabled him to make forecasts of the probable incidence of
cholera which were of incalculable
value to provincial sanitary officers.7
It appears that the combination of
comparatively low temperature and
great dryness is in some way inimical
to the life of the cholera bacillus, or
vibrio, outside of the body and prevents infection sufficiently widespread
to produce epidemic incidence.
While there is doubtless a marked
relationship between temperature and
humidity and the occurrence of epidemic cholera, it is believed in many
instances the cyclic occurrence of
epidemics of this disease are due,
less to certain quantitative temperature and humidity changes than to
changes in rainfall. The cholera
organism is one which is fragile but
one which can be grown in continuity
outside the body although this requires constant temperatures and humidities which are found only in the
tropics plus certain types of media
or food, upon which the organism can
grow, plus endemic cholera. Cholera
epidemics are at present believed always to be the end result of the discharge of organisms by result of
human carriers who throw off the
bacilli constantly. The exact cause
of the periodicity of epidemic cholera

is not known but observations over a
period of about 130 years show a
double periodicity in the appearance
of these epidemics.
Since that time when epidemiologic
observations in connection with cholera were begun, these epidemics apparently occur about once in five
years. This has been shown with reasonable accuracy in the Philippines,
which is one of the world's endemic
cholera centers.
These epidemics
occur at certain intervals regardless
of the fact that the percentage of
carriers having agglutinable organisms never has fallen below 6/10 of
1 % among the native population of
certain of the larger islands of the
Philippine group, since the work on
culture of the intestinal contents of
natives f o r cholera organisms was
first begun.
It is believed, although not proven,
that the noted periodicity of cholera
is possibly due to the growth of bacteriophage, which may either be a
sub-organism or an autolytic enzyme
elaborated by the organism itself.
Possibly some of these observations
on the effect of rainfall on the occurrence of epidemics of this disease
are erroneous and that such epidemics were due, first, to an increase in virulence due to changes
in phage content, as noted above, and,
secondly, to mechanical factors such
as flooding of infected pools, creeks
or other greater or lesser bodies of
water wherein the natives frequently
dispose of their excreta. The last
epidemic of cholera observed occurred
7 The
meteorological basis of these forecasts is fully detailed in an elaborate paper
issued November, 1933, by the Royal Society
of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, and in a
larger publication in the Indian Medical Research Memoirs, March, 1928 and 1933.
Groissmayr has also developed a basis for
cholera-epidemic forecasts in India from correlation coefficients between cholera deaths in
India, the weather elements in various parts
of the world and the yield of rice in India,
the total coefficient amounting to r— 0.92!;
but no test of this has appeared (Cf. Ann.
d. Hydr., Aug. 1932, pp. 338-342, fig.).—Ed.
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on the island of Panay in the Philippines and was apparently the direct
result of a heavy rainfall which washed
down into a central stream a very
considerable amount of cholera culture from the excreta of a group of
carriers. This rainfall, having first
washed large amounts of cholera culture into the stream, caused the
flooding of a very considerable terrain due to the over-flow of the main
stream, so that hundreds of thousands
of small ditches, wells and ground

cisterns, from which the natives secured their drinking water, were contaminated, resulting in an epidemic
of several thousand cases.
As an interesting sidelight on this
particular epidemic: although there
were large numbers of Chinese living
in the district, practically no cases
occurred among them due to their tea
drinking propensity and the fact that
they never drank raw water.*
•See: Victor Heiser, " A n American Doctor's
Odyssey."

Deaths During the Heat Wave of July, 1936 at Detroit
CLARENCE J . ROOT
In Charge, U. S. Weather Bureau, Detroit, Michigan
(Manuscript

received August,

During the general heat wave that
occurred in July, 1936, the maximum
temperature at Detroit exceeded 100°
F on seven consecutive days, July 8
to 14, inclusive. In the previous history of the Detroit Weather Bureau
station, 1871 to 1935, 100° or higher
has occurred only seven times, but in
1936 this number was equaled in a
single week! The previous occurrences were: one each in 1878, 1887,
1918, 1931, and 1933; in 1934 there
were two, but in different months.
Through the courtesy of the Detroit
Department of Health, Dr. Henry F.
Vaughan, Commissioner, and Mr. G.
Arthur Blakeslee, Director, Bureau of
Vital Statistics, the statistics on
deaths during the 1936 heat wave

1936)

have been secured. The number of
persons with fatal diseases whose
death was merely hastened by the
heat are not included as "heat deaths"
—those cases in which the heat was
diagnosed as the primary cause.
Detroit proper has a population of
about 1,500,000, but there are approximately 400,000 additional residents in the satellite and enclave
cities and villages that comprise
"Greater Detroit." Data shown in
the tables are for the municipality of
Detroit only, however.
The unprecedented character of
this hot wave at Detroit may be indicated by the fact that whereas the
average number of heat deaths per
year from 1920 to 1935 was about

TABLE I
The Weather Elements and Deaths at Detroit, July 7-16, 1936
Relative
Aver. Sun- DurL Temps., H r s . > No. Deaths Ratio:
Temperatures
Dept. Humidity Wind V. shine
Dry Bulb Wet B. by
All
Heat
in °F.
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9.3
5.9
8.2
10.9
6.2
8.9
7.1
11.8
8.6
6.5

15.1
15.1
15.1
14.0
14.0
15.0
14.7
9.8
10.7
12.0

0
11
12
12
12
12
12
7
0
0

0
5
7
6
1
1
4
4
0
0

0
7
1
4
6
8
4
1
0
0

0
2
8
18
35
67
70
67
17
6

45
41
66
90
120
126
130
108
45
49
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